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Another year all but gone, this being Closing date for the
the final issue for 2012. Thanks once next Magazine will be
February 12, 2013.
again to all who have contributed to
this magazine, making it nearly all
original material, which is very satisfying. Please
remember our club magazine when you are out and
about during the holiday season – a few well-chosen
snaps and some words to go with them can form an
interesting article.

________________

We would like to wish upon all club members a great
holiday break, Merry Christmas and the best of
everything for the New Year. Please do take great care
when driving.

OTHER CONTACTS
Club Website www.christchurchcollectables.org.nz
Email
via index page on website
Timaru Antiques & Collectables Club
Jeff Elston
03 684 6704
crownlynnnz@gmail.com

Hugh and Sandra

________________

DID YOU KNOW?

________________

Xylonite is the English version of the early Bakelite.

ABOUT THE CLUB
________________

THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH

Meetings are held on the last Sunday of each month
except August and December when there is no
meeting. The clubrooms are located at 67 Mandeville
Street (Philatelic Centre).
The club postal address is P.O. Box 27076,
Christchurch 8640. Meetings commence at 7.00 pm
and doors open at 6:30 pm. There are monthly Items
of the Night, which cater for both bottles and
collectables - members are encouraged to bring along
relevant items to display as well as new finds for
discussion. There are many knowledgeable collectors
in the club and informative talks are given regularly.
Tea and coffee is served halfway through the meeting.
There is a $2 door charge to help cover venue hire and
a raffle is sold and drawn on the night. Prospective
members do not pay the usual $2 door charge at the
monthly meetings. The club has an extensive library
with books and magazines available for members to
borrow. The club produces a quarterly magazine and
those not distributed on meeting nights are mailed out
to members. The club is also looking at producing a
series of informative books on a variety of collecting
subjects. Club membership is $20 junior (attending
school), $25 single, $30 family.

“It’s better to light a candle than to curse the darkness.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt

________________

CLUB WEBSITE
The primary objective of the web site is to promote the
club and provide potential new members with an easy
way of joining. Creation of the club web site has
occurred with the assistance of Anthony Mitchell,
Michael Moffatt, Colleen Borrie, Steve Costello, Ian
Spellerberg and Hugh Aston in particular. Please visit
the web site and navigate through the pages. We
encourage critical review. Any feedback is welcome
and can be given to Anthony in person at club meetings
or could be sent by clicking on the “email contact” link
on the index or home page. The website address is as
follows: http://www.christchurchcollectables.org.nz
Anthony Mitchell
_______________

OTHER USEFUL WEBSITES

________________
www.antiquebottles.com
www.ebay.com
www.kiwiauctions.co.nz

FUTURE ITEMS OF THE NIGHT
Month
January
February
March

Collectable
toys
textile-related
special books

Bottle
local cordial
medicine & cures
printed stoneware

www.antique-bottles.net
www.taylor.co.nz
www.gdlauctions.com

Opinions expressed in this magazine
are not necessarily those of the Editor
or the Club. If you take exception to
an item printed in this magazine,
please contact the Editor.
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would he please advise the captain to alter the trim of
the ferry before we put to sea.

________________

WHAT’S ON

He gawped at my earnest face, and explained that HIS
wife had come aboard Sir, and caused no such
problems, and that we would be OK.

Sunday December 2, Shabby Chic Market, Rochester
Villa, 21 Connal Street, Woolston, 11am to 3pm.
Sunday December 16, Market on the Front Lawn. 280
Hasketts Road, Yaldhurst, 10am to 2pm, “where we
buy and sell the things we love.”

I testily pointed out, that he had ABSOLUTELY no
idea how heavy my wife’s hand bag was, and stomped
off - leaving him scratching his head.

Saturday & Sunday January 5 & 6, 2013, Akaroa
Antique Fair, School Hall.

He HAD forgotten the young women for three minutes.
Some people have absolutely no understanding of
handbags at all!!

April next year, Ashburton Antique & Collectable Fair.
This Fair will be organised by the Ashburton Rotary
Club with help from our club who will put on displays
and sales tables.
If you are interested please contact:
Barry & Adrienne Stephen.
Email: abstephen@clear.net.nz

Arthur
________________

2012 SHOW FEEDBACK
Collated by David James

Saturday April 6, 2013, Vintage Car Club Winchester
Swap Meet & Bazaar at the Showgrounds just south of
the township on SH1.

At each show we ask the public for their feedback so
we can continually improve the event. This year 169
completed survey forms were returned - 100% were
positive. Typically many comments were along the
lines of “ great show”, “ keep up the good work”, “a
trip down memory lane”, “always enjoy the variety”,
“great displays”, “friendly people”, etc.
Many
thought the show was well set out with a good mixture
of displays and sales tables with plenty of room to view
and get around. The catering also got positive
feedback and many comments about the friendly stall
holders and ability to discuss displays directly with
exhibitors on many occasions. There were some good
ideas for the next Show Committee to consider.

Saturday May 4, 2013, Vintage Car Club Ashburton
Swap Meet at their club grounds in Maronan Road,
Tinwald.
Saturday & Sunday May 4 & 5, 2013, Australian
National Bottle & Collectables Show at Caloundra.
________________

FERRY GOOD NEWS
by Arthur Peters
On the road to Auckland conference aye!! (can be sung
to the tune of “On the road to Mandalay”)

Following is some of the feedback……
“Great variety, great layout with exhibits, people have
gone to lots of trouble to make it enjoyable for the
public. Great homemade food and refreshments too”
“the displays are thoroughly enjoyable and interesting.
The stalls always offer nice surprises – we love picking
through the treasures”
“Great surroundings, great atmosphere and the
goodies!!”
“Good variety of displays and plenty of room between
stalls’
“ Wonderful exhibits and displays – a lot of effort put
into the whole event. Lovely catering. Had a great
day – will be back”
“Lovely to see a home grown effort by a passionate
community of people”
“Great displays and a very nice way to spend an
afternoon”
“Have not been for a few years – it was great to come
and see all the new collections”
“Great quality of displays, stalls and the people – A+”
“Loved seeing a lot of things that you remember when
they were new”

As you all know, after a lengthy road trip, we had to
drive into this tunnel thing called a ferry, it was ferry
strange.
Joy, not wanting to leave any valuables in the van, had
bought her H plate hand bag, and asked me to hold it,
while she tested the “Ladies”.
Me, not realising what an H Plate on a hand bag really
meant, casually clutched her bag and promptly crashed
to the deck with it when she let it go.
Joy relieved, we then scrambled up some stairs (I’m
sure there is a nautical term for them) and there was a
very smart looking sailor welcoming all the pretty
young women aboard - only the pretty young women
for some reason…
In an effort to pay Joy back for my torn shoulder
ligaments, ripped apart by her H Plate hand bag, I
marched up to this smart looking young sailor and
solemnly told him that my wife was shifting a very
heavy hand bag to the starboard side of the vessel and

Well done everyone for a great Show
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AERATED WATERS PAST
Contributed by Ross Williamson
The Press 8th March 1862

The Press 1st of August 1878

________________

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I hope all club member collectors are watching the
Government moves with its report on the “Consumer
Law Reform Bill” (Press 3/10/12-Page A5). The Law
Reform Bill is an effort to catch and tax backyard
dealers. The potential this reform has could force all
keen collectors into having to declare themselves
“Professional traders”, keep buying and selling records,
make tax returns, record names and addresses of
vendors etc.

This is not a joke. I have consulted the police, the
Minister of Justice (I have his letter) and the tax
department about draconian laws that can affect
antique collectors. Some already exist, and the tax
department advised that they await the opportunity to
take some one to court and the judge will define the
law and how it affects us.
The horrible part of this is that one day (as has
happened to me) a tax inspector with a couple of days
to spare between big investigations, will pounce on a
collector to try/test this “Tax Law Reform Bill” and as
we all unknowingly break the law, force one of us into
court to submit or defend. Either path can be
expensive.
Please go and see your MP.

I’m positive that most of you will say “This doesn’t
include me!”, but the unpleasant facts are that
Consumer affairs Ministry Analyst Ms Evelyn Cole is
quoted as saying that sellers could be deemed to be IN
TRADE if they either buy or sell such goods on six or
more days a year. Buy or sell on ONLY SIX DAYS
and you could be forced to be a trader with book
keeping and stuff. As most of the items club members
collect are second hand this raises the spectre of
average collectors being forced to register as “Second
Hand Dealers”.

Arthur Peters
(This was discussed at the October Committee meeting
and agreed that any further action is over to individual
members)
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FROM GERMANY (Continued from May 2012 Magazine)
By Michael Moffatt (Former Editor of this Magazine)
(Initiated and Published by the Photographic Collectors Association of NZ)
Q: Have you made any photographic acquisitions
recently and if so, what?
The list of my photographic acquisitions over the last
three years:
1. Balda Rollbox (1935) at a fleamarket for 2€.
2. Voigtlander Vitomatic I (1958) at a
fleamarket for 8€.
3. Sawyer’s Viewmaster Mark II (1960) at a
Munich store for 169€.
4. Film cutter to match the Viewmaster on eBay
(German vendor) for 135€.
5. Kiev (Arsenal) 4 (1964) from an antique store
in Zadar (Croatia) for 300 kuna – about $76
NZ. Normally I wouldn’t buy such a camera
but it came with the original guarantee from a
Zagreb retailer, quality control certificate,
ERC, original packaging and the manual.
6. Zeiss Ikon Ikonta (521) (1938-1954) from a
fleamarket for 15€.
7. Krasnogorsk Mechanical Factory Zorki Ib
(K60) (1950-1951) from a Munich store for
10€.
8. Zeiss Ikon Nettar (515/2) (1935-1945) from a
Munich store for 15€.
9. Ica A.G. (Dresden) Ideal (205) (1924) from a
Munich store for 15€.
10. Rietzschel Heli Tip (1924) from a Munich
store for 10€.
11. Wirgin Edixa Reflex Standard (A) (19541958) from a Munich store for 10€.
12. Agfa Preis-Box (1932-1936) from a Munich
store for 5€.
13. Watson Alpha (c.1892) from eBay (German
vendor) for 185€. This looks like a variant of
the Alpha, produced for the retailer H.
Carette, Paris.
I still have an eye for a bargain!

Sardinia, Italy, September 2010. 1935 Super Ikonta.

Q: Any other comments you think may be of
interest to Deja View readers?

Plitvicka Jezera, Croatia, November 2011. 1935 Super
Ikonta.

When I came to Germany I decided that I wasn’t going
to do any “collecting” while here. So I consoled myself
by carting over a Zeiss Ikon Super Ikonta (530/16). I’m
biased towards Zeiss because I administer the ZICG
(Zeiss Ikon Collectors Group), which has been going
now since 1999. It’s an email list for all things Zeiss
and you can subscribe to it via Yahoo.

I became friends a couple of years ago with an
Australian Holga enthusiast who also lives in Munich.
The Holga is a poorly made camera on a level of
quality equivalent to the Diana. It’s prone to light leaks
and my friend has to tape up the back of the camera to
protect the film. Acolytes of his form of photography
call it lomography1.

I used my Super Ikonta on holidays and produced some
satisfying results.

My friend produces striking results and in this I found
alluring the idea of throwing away the lightmeter and
the perfection of a Zeiss lens in favour of something
more spontaneous. Lomography itself I find
unappealing, most practitioners, such as my friend,
spend time reworking colours digitally.

1
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lomography
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From Germany (Cont…)
I already kill enough time mounting Viewmaster reels!
Instead, I started using a Balda Rollbox that I picked
up at a fleamarket and working exclusively in black
and white.
I hasten to add that I did not literally throw anything
away. I normally take my Balda, Super Ikonta and
Viewmaster cameras on holiday; I select the camera to
use based on the subject matter.
With such a basic camera as the Balda, you have only
two things to think about – Composition and whether
there is enough light. My ultimate goal with the Balda,
as with the Zeiss Ikon, is to create a pleasing
photograph that doesn’t need digital retouching... okay,
sometimes I take out dust spots!

Wind Turbine, Munich, August 2011. 1935 Balda
Rollbox.
Due to the expense and varying quality in printing 120
images, I bought myself a scanner capable of scanning
120 format negatives. I don’t do any processing or
developing myself. I prefer to pay a few euro and leave
it to the professionals.

As with my friend and his Holga, I’m fighting a light
leak problem with the Balda. At least the Balda didn’t
arrive from the factory with light leaks; it’s nearly 80
years old and had signs of heavy use by the time I got
it.

On that note, I will leave you with one fun fact.
Another friend here in Munich, also an amateur
photographer keen enough to own a Leica M4 and a
Mamiya RZ67, develops his own negatives with coffee
and vitamin C. A quick web search backs the story up.
My friend is completing his chemistry PhD, so I guess
that kind of thing appeals to his character. Although he
insists the results are perfect, I think I’ll leave this
black magic alone.
(Should any Club member wish to contact Michael
about this article, his email address is:
michael@moffatt.org.nz)

Oktoberfest Ride, September 2010. 1935 Balda
Rollbox.

________________

THE ARAB AND THE SCOTSMAN
Contributed by Steve Robson
An Arab Sheik was admitted to St Vincent Hospital for
heart surgery, but prior to the surgery, the doctors
needed to store his blood in case the need arose. As the
gentleman had a rare type of blood, it couldn’t be
found locally, so the call went out to all the states.
Finally a Scot was located who had a similar blood
type. The Scot willingly donated his blood for the
Arab. After the surgery, the Arab sent the Scotsman as
appreciation for giving his blood, a new BMW,
diamonds and US dollars.

After the second surgery, the Arab sent the Scotsman a
thank-you card and a jar of candies.
The Scotsman was shocked that the Arab this time did
not reciprocate his kind gesture as he had anticipated.
He phoned the Arab and asked him: “I thought you
would be generous again, that you would give me a
BMW, diamonds and money... But you gave me only a
thank-you card and a jar of candies”.
To this the Arab replied: “Aye, but I now have Scottish
blood in my veins”.

A couple of days later, once again, the Arab had to go
through a corrective surgery. His doctor telephoned the
Scotsman who was more than happy to donate his
blood again.
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NZ VINTAGE TOOL COLLECTORS CLUB
25th Annual Conference in Auckland, October 25 to 27
Report and Pictures from Arthur Peters
NZ VTCC club members collect a wide variety of
stuff, ranging from hammers - rulers - braces - wood
planes - blow lamps - saws - levels - plumb bobs books etc. Some members specialise in one particular
type of tool and others hunt for the whole shebang.
(Shebang can be a shed full). Many of these folk rolled
up for the 25th annual conference in Auckland, to talk skite - compare and look at old tools in the staff rooms
of Linfield College - Auckland for three days at the end
of October.
Members brought treasured items - some as new finds some with strange attachments and some members
bought displays for a contest, as I did. In all fairness to
the other tool club members, there were several
displays of better gear than mine. However I had been
trained by a clever artistic group (the Bottle club) here
in Christchurch and my sloping covered table top, with
every item identified and described on an information
sheet in front on a music stand, gave me the style to
win AND WIN I DID !!!

Arthur’s prize-winning display at the recent NZ Vintage Tool
Collectors Club Annual Conference

Observers were impressed with my producing a
diagram of how it was set up before we left home and
by using the sketch, I had the table set up and covered numbers laid out and stuck on to it in the correct order
- Prewritten information sheet on a music stand in front
to match. Then the “ODD RULES” carefully
unwrapped, polished and positioned and lastly, the
banana boxes with wrapping paper were hidden under
the table in absolutely no time at all.
My favourite item was the ivory opisometer made by
Elliot of London in 1850. An opisometer is a
measuring tool with a wee wheel to wander along
curved lines on a map, such as a river or track and
judge their length for allowing times to travel etc. (see
picture)

Ivory opisometer made by Elliot of London in 1850

All the best
________________

Arthur Peters

MORE LOST CHIMNEY POTS
(Cont. from May & September magazines)
Photos by Judy Holland

Lyttelton (?)
Ranfurly Street, St. Albans (?)
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A VICTORIAN ADVERTISEMENT BROUGHT TO LIGHT
By Gavin East
I should think we have
all heard of interesting
paintings and prints that
have been found behind
later pictures in old
frames. I recall reading
about
an
original
printing of the United
States Declaration of
Independence
being
discovered this way by a
lucky American who had
bought a nondescript
picture in a general
auction. This Rob Roy
whisky advertisement,
paper mounted on card
about 23 inches high by
19 wide, is not in that
class but is still a
handsome and possibly
rare piece of lithographic
advertising which I am
delighted to add to my
small collection.

The theme is the Victoria
Cross and the lively
scenes around the edge
illustrate campaigns and
engagements which led
to awards of the medal.
It has been interesting to
Google the less familiar
ones, notably the scene
at top centre captioned
“Capt. A.R. Wilson
R.N., Battle of Teb”. The
vignette of Sergeant
Ablett of the Grenadier
Guards at Sebastopol in
the Crimean War looks
almost comical until one
realises that mortars
really did lob black,
spherical shells with
fizzing fuses!
From the campaigns
pictured I would estimate
the
date
of
the
advertisement as around
1890. Unfortunately the
lower edge has been
slightly trimmed, otherwise the artist’s and/or
lithographer’s name might have been visible as on the
sheet music covers which in style this print resembles.

An eagle-eyed antique dealer friend was quickly
checking some pictures at Bell’s weekly auction at
Kaiapoi recently when he saw that the back of a dingy
print, though black with dirt, had some printing on it.
Having bought the picture he was able, with slow and
careful “blotting”, to lift enough grime to reveal the
colours and detail without risking damage to the paper
surface. The advertisement is still quite “grubby” and
at some stage may be taken to a specialist paper
conservator.

I have called it an advertisement but I suppose it could
qualify as a poster. It is excessively elaborate by the
standards of later graphic design but the main message,
the name of the product, is certainly clear enough. As
for why a whisky firm would produce a poster on the
subject of the VC, perhaps one motive was to
encourage loyal toasts to the gallant redcoats!
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RECENT MEETINGS
September 2012
Item of the Night – Collectable
(blue coloured)
Carlton Ware vase, pre WWII –
Royal Bayreuth vase – blue glass
pedestal eye bath – Optrex eye
bath – blue pottery ink well –
Dutch Delft “Peacock” charger
c1750 – K More & Co record
duster c1924 – Edison blue
Amberol cylinder record c1915 –
HMV “Melba” needle tin c1908 –
gyroscope boxed toy – book on
industrial Britain (1930?).

New Finds - Collectable
Tunbridge paper knife – selection of post cards –
NZ Woman’s Weekly “The First 60 Years” –
Schatz “Lantern/Carriage/ Skeleton” Triple
Chime clock, 1950s – matching black spotted
vases – wooden box – 1884-8 Kinney cigarette
cards – Victorian washbasin fragment – one
Woods plate – one fake (Crown Lynn?) –
Dunedin Exhibition wooden vase – Dunedin
Exhibition lace cloth – rosary holder – Pelham
ventriloquial puppet – Rob Roy whisky
advertising poster ca 1890 (see article on Page
XX) – Staffordshire bagpiper c1850 – 1855
Maori bible – 2 bottles of beer from Canterbury
Breweries 2011 (just before an earthquake forced
them to close) – wooden bowl with Maori lady
picture, 1925-26 Exhibition.
New Finds – Bottle
Sharpe Bros./Weir & Sealby One Gallon glass jar
– 2 oil paintings, Governors Bay and Kowai
River and Rubicon behind – carnival glass
necklace – carnival glass bracelet – bone or horn
trinket box – Sowerby syrup dish – serviette clips
– white metal ½ jug.

Item of the Night – Bottle (blue
coloured)
Various blue chemist items with
labels – small blue lattice poison
bottle made by WT & Co. USA –
small blue eye glass – small blue
poison bottle – blue milk of
magnesia
–
blue
peter
(Stephensons)
–
blue
bell
preserving jar – blue bottle.
Nice little rosary holder
________________

October 2012
New Finds – Collectable
Cut-throat razor made expressly for Barlow Bros.,
tobacconists corner Colombo & Hereford Streets,
Christchurch – cat ornament – Bar Cork & Co. – toys
and novelties – alarm clock Junghans “Dice Men”
1930s – small pond yacht c1920s – Webley air pistol
1938 – Peek Frean tin – manual “Birds of NZ” by WL
Buller – pictures – photo, Schnaps – His Lordships
Lane, Lichfield St. pocket knife – Junior Gem toenail
clipper – green-handled grapefruit segmenter – custard
cup – 2 medals – Scottish brooches and daggers – one
quart copper measure – German tinplate toy sewing
machine – magic lantern slides “10 little n….r boys”.
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Recent Meetings – October 2012 (Cont…)
Item of the Night – Collectable (red coloured)
Red large goblet – Art deco bowl – National Tobacco
Co Ltd cut plug tobacco tin – giant toothbrush and
miniature sample Colgate toothpaste – packet of Halls
Herbalist Christchurch heart herbs, advertising 50
years of wonderful success 1887 to 1937 – wooden
vase with yachts – red dish – red and gold vase –
Carlton Ware dish “Rouge Royale New Stork” 1950s –
cranberry lidded bowl – 3 wood vases NZ South Seas
Exhibition 1925 to 26 – 2 Venetian goblets – Dunedin
Exhibition bowl – beads – Australian record duster
c1924 – pair Staffordshire King Charles spaniels with
flower baskets c1860 – large red plate – Swedish red
vase – 1 pair Avon salt & pepper – cranberry set –
perfume bottle – box – child’s piano – cow cup S&P.

________________

Dave Smithson (left) and Brian Thatcher with
Brian’s 32oz Wasp Waist Poison bottle.
Dave rates this one as “the best poison bottle in the
world!”
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W. STRANGE & CO., DRAPERS AND FURNISHERS
By Kelvin Young
Recently I acquired an unusual old wire and wood coat
and trouser hanger. On one side of the wood it has
printed W STRANGE & Co LTD., CHRISTCHURCH
MADE IN GERMANY and on the other side it has
D.R.G.M “PUCK” D.R.G.M. D.R.G.M. stands for
Deutshes Reich Gebrauchs Muster. Deutshes is
translated as Germany; Reich as Empire or Realm;
Gebrauchs as use, usage, using and Muster as sample,
model. It was for a model registration which was
quicker and cheaper than requiring the more expensive
patent registration. Puck being a mischievous sprite or
mythological fairy was used as the trade mark. I
believe that it would have been used by Strange & Co.
before World War One with Germany, which started in
1914.

Kelvin’s “Strange” coathanger
A magnificent four storey Strange & Co Furniture
Department building was built in 1900 on the corner of
Lichfield and High Streets, replacing a row of old
dilapidated weatherboard shops dating back to the
early days of Christchurch. An article from the
Cyclopedia of New Zealand, The Canterbury
Provincial Section 1903, stated that Stranges provided
employment for close on 900 people and the name of
the firm had become ‘familiar as a household name‘ in
the mouths of the New Zealand public. ‘It only remains
to add that Strange’s now own the largest business of
its kind in the colony and one of the largest in
Australasia’.

W. Strange & Co was founded on the 25th of
November 1863 by William Strange, who started his
retail business in a small wooden shop in High Street
Christchurch. He aimed to offer the highest quality of
goods at reasonable prices. He became so successful
that his store became one of the largest and most
popular retail empires of drapery, merchandising,
manufacturing and importing in Christchurch.

A state of the art furniture factory was built opposite
the Christchurch Railway Station on the corner of
Manchester Street and South Belt (now Moorhouse
Ave.). It was fitted with the latest labour saving
devices which turned out every description of furniture
to adorn mansions or to suit the plainer cottage.
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W Strange & Co. (Cont…)

________________

HOLIDAY ANTICS
Stranges also had a Venetian blind factory, a bedding
factory, a wire mattress factory, a factory for the
production of wire works goods for farm, station,
garden and domestic use, a Macintosh coat factory, a
ready made clothing factory, a bespoke tailoring
branch etc. They also employed milliners, mantel
makers, dressmakers, and complete outfitters and,
besides these vast departments devoted to drapery; they
had one for crockery, glass and art pottery etc. as well
as one for boots and shoes.

Driving to the Auckland Conference from Christchurch
is a fairly long drive for an old bugger like me, so we
divided the trip up and stayed in a mix of motels--ALL
had some unrepaired damage or dying parts.
For a break in the monotony though one motel was
alive??? When I calmly went to the office for an insect
spray can, the motelier glared at me and growled “WE
DON’T HAVE BUGS IN OUR MOTELS!”

The building on the corner of High and Lichfield Street
has now been demolished as a result of the 2010/11
Christchurch earthquake. As I worked in a building on
High Street opposite Strange’s building for 47 years I
started collecting High Street postcards. In my
collection I now have over 60 postcards showing
Strange’s building. Strange & Co used postcards to
advertise their products and events.

This friendly traveller turned into a vicious back
stabber and suggested that “He would then be VERY
SAFE if he agreed to refund me a dollar for every bug I
caught and take it off our motel fees.” His aggression
slumped dramatically. (I already had about sixty dead
bugs.)
We were then treated to some amazing theatre as the
whole motelier family crawled around the floor
catching ants. I had never been brown-eyed by so many
strangers before - the teenage daughter being the only
one that improved the view.

________________

MORE LOST CHIMNEY POTS
Photos by Judy Holland

The ant catching battle lost - mummotelier came back
with a flyspray can - then she checked a gadget on the
wall which she said was an insect killer repeller (you
remember there are no bugs in our motel?) - she told us
how poisonous the contents were - took a dinner knife
out of our drawer - prised the poison machine open
with our dinner knife - and vigorously stabbed its
poisonous works, again with our dinner knife YUCK!!!
She worked up quite a sweat, pronounced that the
poisonous bug killer was again operational - wiped our
dinner knife on her backside and flung it back into our
cutlery drawer!!! YUCK is not colourful enough and
Hugh wouldn’t print the other words that sprang to my
mind.
Mummotelier gazed in uncomprehending wonder at
Joy and I crying helplessly over the table and stomped
off. She no doubt wondered again next morning, whilst
cleaning out our vacated motel room, why all the
knives were in the rubbish tin??? While we drove off,
we wondered if she would do that while we were
watching – What the heck would she get up to, when
no one was looking!!!
TRAVEL MAKES STRONGER PEOPLE OUT OF
YOU.
Sincerely,
Arthur

St. Albans? (note Coca Cola can)
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THE MARKET
Advertisements in this section are free of charge to all
members – we would like to see more use made of this
facility – Ed. Ad’s will appear in each issue unless we
receive instructions to the contrary from the advertiser.

WANTED:
swizzle sticks and ideas on how to
display them.
Contact Edan, email: edan88@windowslive.com
WANTED:
Crocks, Crown Tops, Pickles, Sauce,
Vinegar bottles, especially brown/amber sauce and
vinegar bottles for Whittome & Stevenson & Co. Ltd.
Auckland.
Please write to Russell Broom, 82 Grey Street,
Woodville 4920, or phone 027 7150356

Ferry Antique Centre
Antiques and Collectables
Open 7 days
598 Ferry Road, Woolston
(opposite the ANZ Bank)

WANTED:
Cast iron bottle openers wanted,
especially ones advertising New Zealand products or
companies.
Please contact Anthony on 3382005.

Tel: 3764016

WANTED TO BUY:
NZ GINGER BEER BOTTLES
In particular, wanting to purchase the following dumpy
ginger beer bottles; blue lip Thomson Lewis & Coy
Wellington & Otaki, T. E. Taylor Akaroa, Hogg
Nelson, Native M.A.W. Auckland.
Will pay good money, please contact me.
Brigit Hearn
Phone: 021 190 2034
Email: brigit@hrnz.co.nz

BUY OR TRADE:
Christchurch
advertising
items; rules, china, pens, thimbles etc.
Phone: Lindsey 3894099. Email: torea@clear.net.nz
WANTED:
Any items relating to pharmacy.
Bottles, medicine measures, equipment, labels, posters
or any information on early Christchurch chemists.
To view collection please phone Kelvin Young
332 8252
WANTED TO BUY:
28 and 56 pound “Bell”
weights. Also, miners’ lamp wanted.
Phone John Fazackerley on 351 2277.

WANTED: T E Taylor & Co, Crystal
Springs, Mineral Water Works, Church
Street, Akaroa, (Christchurch) –
“Cinderella” stamps featuring T E
Taylor (see picture), Ginger Beers,
Labels or Photographs.
Contact: Jonathan Taylor,
jo@taylor.co.nz
or phone 09 410 9777

WANTED TO BUY: A button rule. They can be of
wood, ivory or metal, about 3 inches or 75 mm long.
British button rules are calibrated or divided up into
40ths of an inch. Button rules were used mainly when
buttons were hand made, and variations in size would
cause trouble for the tailor, dressmaker or haberdasher.
So these folk sometimes had a button rule to ensure
they got matching sized buttons.

WANTED: Wanted to buy 1950s – 1970s clothing,
shoes, hats, jewellery and accessories etc etc. If you
know of anyone selling these items please feel free to
give them my number. I am part of the Ferry Antique
Centre and you can ph Vickie Walker 3897653 home
or 0212040820, or email avtrim@clear.net.nz or I am
at the shop Wednesday mornings and all day Friday if
you want to bring items to me.

Dusty Old Things
(formerly Colombo Street)
New Address:
104 Glandovey Road
Fendalton
If you have a button rule maybe like the ones pictured
(British and German rules) I would love to beg, buy or
barter with you, so I can enjoy it for my collection and,
most importantly, so that button rule of yours can have
its retirement days with other friendly rules in nice,
cosy surroundings. Please phone the rule retirement
village manager: Arthur Peters on 384 1643 or email
arthur.peters@clear.net.nz to arrange a cosy space for
your button rule.
(and any other unusual rules.)

Estate, Vintage, Collectable Jewellery
Furniture – Colonial, Art Deco,
Retro & French Country Chic
Linen & Collectables
Phone: Glenis 0274826730
Hours: Wednesday-Friday 11am – 4pm
Saturday 11am – 2pm
Also other times by appointment
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The Market
WANTED TO BUY:
record dusters with New
Zealand gramophone shop names printed on top; early
gramophone equipment and records, especially 5 inch
and 7 inch diameter “E. Berliner’s Gramophone” disc
records and machinery to play them.
Gavin East, 4A Lyttelton St., Lincoln 7608,
tel. (03) 325 2391,
email: Gavin.East@lincoln.ac.nz .

NZ SODA SYPHONS
Interested in any glass soda syphons with NZ names
etched on them. Will pay very good money for rare
syphons.

Smith’s Bookshop is now open in one of ‘The First
Few Shops’ at The Tannery ‘Pop Up’ Emporium,
Garlands Road, Woolston.

Some of Dave’s syphon collection
If you could email photos to davesbottles@gmail.com
or Text Dave on 027 4425 215

________________

MORE LOST CHIMNEY POTS
Photos by Judy Holland

Lyttelton (?)
Merivale/St. Albans (?)

Corner Achilles St. & New Brighton Rd. Shirley

Corner Achilles St. & New Brighton Rd. Shirley
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AUCTION WATCH
Laurie Osborne’s Report on Trademe
Art Deco Clarice Cliff Bizarre pattern bowl
Winning bid: $410
Reserve was $100

Vintage & retro Westclox clock x 250 approx
Winning bid: $401
Reserve was $1

Hand painted Clarice Cliff Bizarre FantasQue pattern bowl - no chips
or cracks - 65mm high

For sale is approximately 200-250 Westclox Clocks (I haven’t
counted them). They came from a Westclox distributor who retired
many years ago. In the main they are in pretty average condition. I do
not know if any of them are going, so make the assumption that they
are not. This could be a project for a handy person who could get
them going and trickle them out on Trade Me.

Genuine Texaco small round enamel sign
Winning bid: $250
Reserve was $200

Q Did you have the lid???
A No, didn’t think there was one?
Q Yes. Would have had a lid once upon a time. Very
pretty
Goodyear tyre measuring tape
Winning bid: $55.50
Reserve was $10

Here is a very nice genuine old small round double sided Texaco
enamel sign. It measures 12.5cm in diameter - not counting the little
piece at the base. In good condition - minor edge ware. See photos
for both sides. Still bright colours.

Maori Sovereign Bottle Opener (1960’s)
Winning bid: $23
Reserve was $16.50
Goodyear tyre measuring tape - great condition - 45mm diameter

Crown Lynn wall vase
Winning bid: $211
Reserve was $1

Lovely large crown lynn wall vase - note tiny crack on top half of
back of vase - no other chips or cracks - lovely style of vase - stands
195mm high

For auction is a Sovereign Maori bottle opener in very good
condition. It’s carved wood (NO PLASTIC) with paua shell eyes and
dates I believe to the mid 60’s...
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Auction Watch (Cont…)
New Zealand 1906-07 Exhibition Prize Medal
Winning bid: $800.99
Reserve was $1

New Zealand 1935 Waitangi Crown Coin
Winning bid: $6,260
Reserve was $1

For sale is a lovely example of New Zealand’s rarest issued coin, the
1935 Waitangi crown or five shillings. There were only 764 struck
plus an additional 364 proofs. It is in nice condition with great detail,
the only obvious faults being a tiny rim graze between 6 and 7
o’clock on the obverse and a couple of spots on the reverse that I
have not attempted to remove. A great example of one of the most
famous crowns of the world.

For sale is a gilt medal issued as a prize from the New Zealand
International Exhibition held in Christchurch in 1906 and 1907. It is
awarded to “ALEX BLACK / TIRA ORA SCHOOL”. I have done a
little research and have discovered that this is one of two “gold”
medals awarded to pupils at Tira Ora School for writing. From what I
can gather Tira Ora School was in Marlborough. The medal
measures approximately 30mm across.

Genuine WW2 NZ Long Range Patrol Badge
Winning bid: $5,009
Reserve was $3000

Sterling silver exhibition spoon 1906/07
Winning bid: $77
Reserve was $45

The bowl of the spoon is engraved with “Christchurch Exhibition
building and grounds”. This spoon is beautifully engraved, has
unreadable date marks on the back unfortunately but we assume the
same date as spoon. Makers L&S Anchor - Birmingham stamp.
Minor red and green enamel loss and shaft has been a little bit bent.

LRDG /LRP NZ cap badge. Genuine. With pin to the back - which
appears original. Very likely one of the rarest New Zealand badges
and certainly one of only a couple of known examples. The original
hallmark is also noted on the reverse.

New Zealand 1967 Anzac Gallipoli Medal
Winning bid: $296
Reserve was $1

Old Te Aroha teapot
Winning bid: $81
Reserve was $1

For sale is a large size bronze medallion issued in 1967 to living
veterans of the Gallipoli campaign or to the next of kin of those
killed during the landings, or had since died. It comes in the original
faux leather, silk and velvet lined case. It is named “R H HANNA”. I
have no history regarding this medal or the recipient.

No chips or cracks, probably never used.
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